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About This Video

If you ever played the game "Snake" on your early model Nokia cellphone, then you're familiar with "Nibbler," the original
"snake" game. MAN VS SNAKE tells the story of Tim McVey who, in 1984, on a single quarter (and over 44 hours of non-stop

play) was the first person in history to score over one billion points on a video game. 25 years later, rumors of a higher score
surface online, attributed to Italian kickboxing champion Enrico Zanetti. This calls into question everything Tim McVey has

believed for decades and forces him to make a decision: either set a new world record, or risk losing his legacy forever.
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Title: Man vs Snake: The Long and Twisted Tale of Nibbler
Production:
Playland Pictures
Distributor:
FilmBuff
Release Date: 24 Jun, 2016
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p(3.5GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 93 minutes

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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Im a film fan and a gamer so gaming docs always sucker me in and there has been a fair few high score ones since King of Kong
and the trailers for this looked good but i did fear it could just be a king of kong clone but it wasn't it was in fact a really good
doc that in some ways betters Kong whilst that one wins for being one of the best story driven documentaries ever made the
editing of that film is the real star and it painted Billy Mitchell as a super villain where as this is more real and human and shows
the lengths these guys go to break the records. Brilliant Doc well worth checking out
. If you are into video games ( arcade time ) then this documentation is a must see.
Realy great and well done!. Wow... This is one of my favorite video game docs of all time. A normal man doing something that
has changed gaming history. A MUST SEE if you love retro and competitive gaming! "Billion\/10". If the premise intrigues you
even a little bit, you'll probably enjoy watching this. It's very well done, and does a good job of retelling the various stories and
twists instead of jumping to the end, despite all these events happening in the past.

Plus, the animated sequences are great.
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